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DASH CONNECTIVITY INSIGHTS OVERVIEW

Gogo DASH Connectivity Insights is one component of the Gogo DASH toolkit.  The toolkit consists of 
the front-end applications, back-end systems, and processes that capture and display Gogo installed 
equipment, and network, operation, and general logistical information regarding that aircraft and its 
associated fleet.

DASH Connectivity Insights primary features:

1. Web application that is agnostic to personal device type and browsers

2. Fleet and single aircraft views

3. Aircraft flight summary/overview

4. Installation and operational information regarding Gogo equipment on the aircraft

5. Summary and individual connected device information 

6. Summary reporting on fleet and Individual aircraft
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DASH CONNECTIVITY INSIGHTS PAGE NAVIGATION

1. Login

3. Aircraft information – fleet summary

2. Login accepted - loading account

4. Aircraft information – specific tail sumary
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5. Aircraft information – network

7. Aircraft information - device SINR/DRC

6. Aircraft information - device usage

8. Aircraft summary report



› Login/Authentication
› External vs. Internal login

- External sees just their fleet
- Dashboard basic health status
- Choose flight
- Click through tabs
- Click through time dots on map

› Internal sees system-wide view
- Fleet view all accounts
- Choose flight
- Click through tabs
- Click through time dots on map

› Data
- Derivation is from real data feeds
- DASH displays date for a 14-day window; 

after  14 days, that data becomes historical
- Data refresh - approximately every 25 

minutes for AVANCE systems and 45 
minutes for Gogo Biz ATG systems

› General navigation clicks point, and data 
will change in the Tabs Network, Hardware, 
devices, services
- On that specific tail, we can pick up flights 

for that tail within a 14-day window
› Reporting

- Available for a specific aircraft or a fleet
- Reporting is for a 90-day window

› DASH administrators can add users within 
their organization
- Performance indicators

o Green:  systems performing as 
expected

o Yellow:  Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SiNR) 
and/or Data Rate Consumption (DRC) 
is below the expected threshold 

o Red:  system(s) performance is not 
performing as expected

FIELD NAME DEFINITION

Aircraft Fleet aircraft tail number

Flight Status Current status of the aircraft (in-flight or at gate)

Connected Devices Number of currently connected devices

Usage In-flight only measure and combines both upload and download usage

Updated UTC Last updated time slice of data

Health Gogo system health
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DASHBOARD DESCRIPTION

The Dashboard is the initial screen that allows you to navigate Connectivity Insights.  The menu at the 
top of the screen will guide you through the system.

There are six columns of viewable data with an aircraft search function to find individual tail numbers.  
These elements can be ordered by clicking on the column names.



SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT-SUMMARY DETAIL AND FLIGHT DERIVATIONS

Once you select an aircraft tail number from the fleet list, you will be taken to the Aircraft Summary and 
Flight selection page.  This page will allow you to identify one or more flight derivations you would like to 
inspect.
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Once you select a flight, you will be taken to a detailed page that will allow you to choose information 
summaries on: 

› Overview
› Network
› Hardware
› Devices
› Services

 



SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT-NETWORK DETAIL

Once you select a tail number from the Fleet Dashboard, you will be taken to that flight’s current 
flight map and detail screen for Network information.  The Network tab will allow you to visualize the 
connection source and see details about each source.

Example 

SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT-HARDWARE DETAIL

Once you select a tail number from the Fleet Dashboard, you can navigate to the Hardware submenu to 
find the Gogo equipment information and user guides associated with the aircraft.

Note: If the flight department has chosen to switch equipment on an aircraft and has not updated the 
maintenance logistics records associated with Gogo equipment management, information displayed 
within the associated Hardware submenu might be delayed or inaccurate.

CONNECTION SOURCES

Swiftbroadband 

Satellite

Gogo Biz

Air-to-Ground internet

GOGO BIZ NETWORK

{Above service altitude]

Latitude Altitude

Longitude Horizontal velocity

Time (UTC) Vertical velocity

Flight date 

Data rate consumption Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SINR)

Data rate consumption 2 (2nd card) Signal-to-Noise Ratio 2 (2nd card)
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SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT-CONNECTED DEVICES DETAIL

Once you select a tail number from the Fleet Dashboard, you can navigate to the connected devices detail 
submenu item to find the device summary information page.  This page lists a summary of all connected 
devices and a general summary of usage with respect to how the devices are using the bandwidth.

A list of connected devices is shown.  IP addresses are always available along with the individual device 
usage.  MAC addresses and device manufacturers will not always be available.  As DASH incorporates 
more informational resources, this information will be populated when available.
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SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT-SERVICES DETAIL

Once you select a tail number from the Fleet dashboard, you can navigate to the services detail submenu 
item to find the service summary information page. This page will list a summary of all provisioned 
services associated with the aircraft. 
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REPORTING

Easily run reports via the REPORT option in the FLIGHT SUMMARY. This reporting feature allows you to 
take a 90-day look at your fleet or individual tail-numbered aircraft.

Individual aircraft report
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Once you choose to generate the report, the following information will be displayed for either a fleet or an 
individual aircraft.

All aircraft fleet report



USER ADMINISTRATION

An administrator of an account can request that additional users within the company be registered for 
account access.  This is done through the ADMINISTRATION menu item at the top of the screen.

You will need the following information to add users to your account:

› Confirmation of account they are associated with in the Gogo instance of Salesforce
› First name
› Last name
› Email address (this becomes the user ID)
› Welcome email is sent to this address
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Once the ADMINISTRATION menu item is selected, you will have to choose an account or add a new user 
to an existing account.

1. After the account is selected, the Administrator will be asked to add the user.

2. Add the user to the account
3. Added user has been added to the account list and can now be modified



CONTACT

The CONTACT top menu item will take you to information you need to contact Gogo Technical and 
Customer Support.

Technical Support

Customer Support
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HOURS Technical Support is available 24/7

USA PHONE TOLL-FREE +1 888.286.9876  |  Fax + 1 888.398.1800

INTERNATIONAL PHONE +1 303.301.3278  |  Fax + 1 303.301.3279

EMAIL batechsupport@gogoair

HOURS Monday—Friday  |  0703-1700 (7:30 am-5:00 pm) MST

USA PHONE TOLL-FREE +1 888.286.9876  |  Fax + 1 888.398.1800

INTERNATIONAL PHONE +1 303.301.3278  |  Fax + 1 303.301.3279

EMAIL bacustomerservice@gogoair



APPENDIX

Gogo systems engineering acronym guide

inside.gogoair.com/pages/viewpage.action?Spacekey=NASO&title=The+guide+to+Gogo+acrony
m%27s

Legends, metrics, and scales

Within a flight interval

    - Total network management events > 0

        Health = WARNING

    - Total network management events derive health status of the Network tab

Derive health status of the Network tab

Within an interval:

    (ASA/BSA == ASA) and (SINR >= 5) and (DRC >= 1800)

        Health = HEALTHY

    (ASA/BSA == ASA) and (5 > SINR > 1)

        Health = WARNING

    (ASA/BSA == ASA) and (DRC < 1800)

        Health = WARNING

    (ASA/BSA == ASA) and (SINR <= 1)

        Health = ALARM is 0

        Health = HEALTHY
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Gogo equipment and supported services

Equipment supported:
› AVANCE L5/l5i/L3
› AVANCE SCS Media/SCS Elite
› UCS 5000
› ATG 1000/2000/4000/5000
› ST4200
› ST4300
› Swiftbroadband (Aviator 300/350/700); 

Services and information supported
› Plan information
› Gogo Vision
› Gogo Text and Talk

Bearers supported
› Gogo Biz/Gogo Biz 4G network
› Terrestrial modem
› Iridium
› Swiftbroadband

Supported operating systems
› The system is device and OS agnostic.
› This product was built with a strategic 

continual deployment and development 
strategy that enables very quick time to market 
for vetted change requests.



Connect with us:
105 Edgeview Drive, Suite 300 
Broomfield, CO 80021 
USA 

+1 888.328.0200  Toll-free  
+1 303.301.3271  Worldwide  
connect@gogoair.com  Email

business.gogoair.com


